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Abstract—The concept of Transport Virtualization (TV) enhances the capabilities of future networks. TV enables transport
mechanisms with arbitrary resource usage independent of the
underlying transport system. The simplest form of TV can be
achieved by collecting multiple transport resources (even from
different virtual networks or providers) and selecting the best
resources for exclusive or concurrent use. However, the selection
and application of concurrent paths is complex and its impact
on the transmission is non-intuitive. Path length diversity of
different concurrent paths inevitably introduces out-of-order
packet delivery. We present and discuss a mathematical model for
the analysis of the fundamental behavior and inﬂuence factors for
packet re-ordering in concurrent multipath transmissions. Our
model facilitates the understanding of path selection algorithms
for multipath transport virtualization.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, data transport is achieved mainly by the Internet Protocol (IP). Its routing feature achieves a scalable
connection of local subnets and end systems. IP assumes
that the interconnecting nodes (i.e. the routers) and the actual
transport resources (i.e. the links) are stable and change only
in case of failures. The Future Internet will consist of interconnected subnets and interconnecting nodes too. However,
the availability of these resources is expected to be provided
for a certain lifetime and their capabilities are highly variable,
cf. [1]. Networks that are based on the model of temporal
leasing of variable resources are referred to as federated
networks, and technologies that enable the safe sharing of such
network resources are denoted as Network Virtualization (NV)
mechanisms.
A major task when creating federated networks for data
transport is the selection of resources. The selection has to
consider the temporal availability of the resources. Therefore,
a measurement-based scheme for selecting these resources is
needed. This mechanism should adapt the federated transport
network to the variable demand for resources as well as to the
currently available resources. Of course, the selection scheme
has to scale sufﬁciently so that it can be applied in large
networks.
The concept of Transport Virtualization (TV) enhances
the capabilities of future networks. TV can be considered

as an alternative mode of Network Virtualization [2]. While
NV typically facilitates the sharing of resources, TV creates
virtual resources (e.g. virtual links) based on the aggregation
of resources [2]. The simplest form of TV is achieved by
collecting multiple transport resources (even from different
virtual networks or providers) and selecting the best resources
for exclusive or concurrent use. The type of the resources used
for aggregation does not matter; they can be either of physical
or of virtual nature.
The use of concurrent multipath (CMP) transmissions will
bring exceptional advantages to networks, such as higher
throughput and increased resilience. However, CMP will introduce additional complexity which has to be understood.
First, CMP transmission will inevitably introduce out-of-order
packets due to different stochastic packet delay characteristics
on the paths. The re-ordering can be compensated by buffering
at the destination, possibly leading to increased end-to-end
delay but still being transparent to the transport protocol.
Second, the different stochastic delay processes on the paths
can amplify each other in their negative effects on out-oforder packets. Third, the strength and occurrences of such
combination effects are highly non-intuitive.
We study these effects by an analytical model, which is
able to calculate the re-sequencing buffer occupancy probability distribution. This model will be veriﬁed by eventbased simulations. Originally, the model was introduced for
the investigation of a many-to-one transmission scenario of
parallel downloads for streaming applications, [3], [4]. In the
context of TV, the model is used for a one-to-one transmission
over multiple paths. By using the analytical model, "what-if"
scenarios and path selection strategies can be easily evaluated.
The paper is structured as follows. First, Section II outlines the idea of TV. Section III discusses work related to
the suggested TV. In Section IV we present the analytical
model for the analysis of the re-sequencing buffer occupancy
probability. Section V provides comprehensive discussions
towards a path selection strategy based on the investigation
of the re-sequencing buffer occupancy probability distribution.
Section VI concludes with a brief summary.
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Fig. 1: Selection of one path out of several possible paths

II. T RANSPORT V IRTUALIZATION
The idea of Transport Virtualization constitutes an abstraction concept for data transport resources. In TV, an abstract
data transport resource is combined from one or more physical
or overlay data transport resources. Such a resource can be,
e.g., a leased line, a wave length path, an overlay link, or an IP
forwarding capability to a certain destination. The resources
can be used preclusive or concurrently.
A. Path Selection and Resource Pooling
First let us consider ordinary path selection. In this case, a
single path out of a set of candidate paths is selected. This
is case is depicted in Figure 1. The path characteristic has
a direct impact on reliability, security or on QoS parameters
between the start point and the end point of the transmission.
Therefore, a selection function has to exist which enables the
appropriate choice of the used path. For instance, the different
resources (i.e. paths) could be classiﬁed by the path delay.
Moreover, the concurrent usage of different paths might
have appealing advantages. The reliability of the end-toend connection is increased and even the overall throughput
might be higher if concurrent paths are used for the data
transmission. This is illustrated in Figure 2. In this example
two paths are pooled and appear as one virtual link. However,
there has to be a mechanism distributing the data among
the used paths and which is selecting the appropriate set of
concurrent paths. This feature will be discussed in Section
IV. The set of used paths can consist of paths offered by
different Internet or overlay providers. So the data transport
is not bounded to one of these providers any more. It is even
possible to choose the cheapest or fastest resources and pool
them together to a high capacity pipe. The pooling of resources
out of different networks is shown in Figure 3.
TV achieves the pooling by a mechanism that is placed
on nodes that have access to multiple paths or networks,
e.g. end hosts which are multi-homed or routers running
exterior gateway protocols. At the origin of the transmission,
the mechanism decides which resources, i.e. which paths, are
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Fig. 2: Selection of a couple of paths out of several possible paths

Fig. 3: Selection of a couple of paths out of several possible paths from
different overlays

selected, whether they are used preclusive or concurrently, and
how the data is distributed among these paths. If necessary, the
split data is recombined at the destination to a consistent ﬂow.
Due to the ability to choose between different transmission
options, TV achieves an independence from a speciﬁc physical
transport resource.
Even if one of the used resources fails, TV using CMP
may be able to continue partly the transmission service.
Other advantages of CMP transmissions are higher capacity
due to parallelism, avoiding head-of-the-line blocking, spatial
separation of control and data connections, differentiations
between trafﬁc types, and leveraging multiple processors in
routers [5]. On the downside, CMP transmissions require
additional overhead and memory for leveraging packet reordering.
B. Availability of Concurrent Paths
A major concern for the applicability of TV is the availability of different transport resources. Recent investigations
of tier 1 topologies [6] reveal that multiple paths between
many destinations readily exist [7]. Moreover, measurements
in PlanetLab [8] revealed that up to 25% of certain Internet
routes may violate the triangle inequality. That means a shorter
delay can be experienced when another path through an
intermediate node is used.
C. Selection of Pooled Resources
An important question for TV is the selection of pooled
resources, i.e. the choice of a potential set of paths. Typically,
a good path in the set has a short transmission delay [9].
Thus, the mean packet delay on a path is an initial candidate as
selection criteria. However, the interaction between concurrent
paths is expected to be complex. Though, the selection has
to be based on a more detail path description. This will be
evaluated in Section V. For that we will use the packet delay
distribution on a path as a main characterization for the path
behavior.
III. R ELATED W ORK
Multipath transmission mechanisms have been suggested
for IP networks a while. The Stream Control Transmission

Protocol (SCTP) [10] enables multi-homing but doesn’t facilitate CMP transfer and its advantages. As seen in [11] typical
problems with packet reordering occur. While [11] proposed
to enhance SCTP such that it can react to packet reordering
this paper presents a mechanism to suppress reordering as far
as possible. As a result transport protocols like SCTP or TCP
do not have to be modiﬁed. The pTCP [12] and the Multi-Path
TCP [13] proposals exploit concurrent transmissions, however,
they focus on ﬂow control and the coordination among ﬂows.
Our work complements these studies since we are aiming at
the selection of paths.
Path selection is often investigated on network layer in
context of multipath routing, e.g. [14]. We amend these works
by considering the transmission mechanism on transport layer.
A major work, which addresses the network and transport layer concurrently, is the DaVinci architecture [15]. In
DaVinci, the paths are selected such that the creation of bottlenecks is avoided. The investigation in our paper goes beyond
the results presented in the DaVinci architecture. The DaVinci
proposal considers mainly the mean path delay. However,
we will see in Section V that this assumption might be not
sufﬁcient. Our paper discusses the fundamental performance
issues in selecting paths according to their detailed statistical
characteristics.
Finally, three efforts of IETF working groups (WGs) should be mentioned. The Application-Layer Trafﬁc Optimization
(ALTO) WG [16] aims at providing P2P CDNs with information to perform better-than-random initial peer selection.
This selection protocol might be extended to path selection.
The Low Extra Delay Background Transport (LEDBAT) WG
[17] investigates multi-path TCP connections in order to better
saturate bottlenecks. At last, Transport Area WG discusses
currently the combination of BGP and Multi-path TCP [18].
IV. M ECHANISMS AND P ERFORMANCE M ODELS
TV can be facilitated using one-hop source routing overlays
[19]. Such an overlay is implemented by the SORA architecture [9] where a striping mechanism is used.
Besides the striping of the data to different paths, the TV
mechanism is selecting the pool of concurrent paths. The
candidate paths for pooling might be provided either by a
path oracle (e.g., [20] for operator supported oracles) or by
the start point of the multi-path connection, if this start point
measures the paths by itself.
Next, we will outline the performance model for the suggested striping mechanism. We will start with the mechanism
and then detail the analytical model of the re-sequencing
buffer occupancy. We assume a quasi-stationary case for the
path selection for the model. This means the analytical model
computes steady state probabilities under the assumption that
a certain set of paths is currently used. However, the set
can be changed by the selection mechanism when a used
path degrades or becomes unavailable during operation. The
adaption of the used set of path is of particular interest in
federated networks since here the resources are only available
for a certain lifetime and are variable in their performance.
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Fig. 4: Striping Mechanism

Since we are interested in a simple model which facilitates
path selection we assume a connectionless transmission between the end points. So the model can focus on the analysis
of different path delay distributions without the inﬂuence of
interfering control mechanisms like, e.g., the TCP control loop,
on the data transmission.
A. Striping Mechanism
Figure 4 shows a detailed model of the striping mechanism.
The data stream is divided at the source (src) into segments
which are split into m smaller parts. The parts are transmitted
in parallel on m different overlay paths. The destination (dst)
reassembles these parts. Due to different stochastically varying
delays on the paths, the parts can arrive at the destination outof-order. In the model we assume that the re-ordering of parts
can happen only between different paths while the order on a
path is maintained.
Part or packet re-ordering may have a severe impact on
the application performance. In order to level this behavior,
the destination maintains a ﬁnite re-sequencing buffer. A high
buffer occupancy stands for a high number of parts waiting
for other parts and implies unnecessary delay. Moreover, if the
buffer overﬂows, part loss will occur which leads either to data
loss or complex retransmission. In case of retransmissions, the
delay is increased even further, possibly leading to more part
loss and a corruption of the complete data transport. Therefore,
an important objective is to minimize the re-sequencing buffer
occupancy.
B. Analytical Model for Re-sequencing Buffer Occupancy
In literature initial analytical and approximative methods
exist for estimating the re-sequencing buffer occupancy in
case of multipath downloads or transmissions. We adopt the
analytical model [3] to our system and perform an analytical
performance evaluation upon it. The enhanced model enables
an appropriate parameter choice in case of a multitude of
possibilities.
The considered model assumes a continuous data stream
for the multipath transmissions over m concurrent paths. The
delay on the paths is described by discrete delay distributions

P (B = k) =

∞
m 


P (B = k, sn = i, δi = x). (1)

i=1 x=0

The right hand side of the equation denotes the buffer occupancy probability for each path transmitting the mvp and
each possible value for the time passed since the last packet
transmitted over this path was received. As discussed in [4],
this yields to :
P (B = k, sn = i, δi = x)
m

= P(
δj = (m − 1)x + 1 − i − k,
δj < x∀j < i, δj ≤ x∀j > i)
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(2)
where Si,x,k deﬁnes the delay conﬁguration on path before
the arrival of the mvp:
Si,x,k = {l1 , ..., li−1 , li+1 , ..., lm : l1 < x, ..., li−1 < x,
m

li+1 ≤ x, ..., lm ≤ x,
lj = (m − 1)x + 1 − i − k}.
j=1,j=i
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Fig. 5: Comparison of analysis and simulations

With this formula we can compute the re-sequencing buffer
occupancy in case of a transmission over m paths with equal
transmission rate.
V. T OWARDS PATH SELECTION F OR E ND P OINTS
Next, we discuss towards the design of path selection
strategies of end points, i.e. of end host and routers which
are capable to choose the set of paths used for the CMP
transmission. A major aim of such a selection strategy is to
minimize the negative effects of CMP transmission, i.e. the
re-ordering of parts due to over-taking among different paths.
This behavior results from different path delay distributions.
As outlined before the re-sequencing buffer occupancy
characterizes the negative effects and is chosen as the main
performance criteria for the presented CMP mechanism.
Two main scenarios are considered for the discussions of
the performance of the CMP mechanism: scenario a) has
two concurrent paths and scenario b) three concurrent paths.
Scenario a) is sufﬁcient to show the impact of the type of
different packet delay distributions on the buffer occupancy.
However, the complexity of path selection can be addressed in
a "three concurrent paths" scenario. This scenario allows for
the discussion of more complex "what-if" settings required for
path selection.
Before discussing the detailed performance evaluation we
validate the correctness of the analytical model by comparison
with a separately implemented, event-based simulation of the
presented mechanism.
A. Validation of the Analytical Model
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=
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with a resolution of one time unit. We further consider
paths with equal capacity, and that the transmission rate on
each path is equal to one packet per time unit. The delay
for different paths are independent and may follow different
delay distributions. A detailed explanation of the mathematical
model can be found in [3], [4]. Here we only present the
central ideas and adopt them to the given mechanism. The
used model ensures that no packet re-ordering on a single
path can occur. That means that packets send over one path
can not overtake each other. To facilitate the explanation, the
following notations are used:
The packets transmitted at time 0 over path 1, 2, ..., m are
packets 1, 2, ..., m respectively. After transmitting the ﬁrst m
packets, the packets are appointed to the sources in a roundrobin manner. Thus, at time t packets 1 + mt, 2 + mt, ..., m +
mt are transmitted. We further use the term minimum valued
packet (mvp), as introduced in [3], denoting the lowest indexed
packet at time t that has not arrived at the destination by time
t. For instance, if packets 1 through 5 arrived, but packet 6
did not, packet 6 is the mvp. Thus, the resequencing buffer
occupancy at time t is exactly the number of packets indexed
higher than the mvp that have arrived by time t and no packet
stored in the re-sequencing buffer was transmitted via the path
of the mvp, since packets transmitted on every path arrive in
transmission order. We denote the index of the path of the
mvp by sn and δX,t as the time passed since the last packet
received via path X was transmitted at time t. For brevity we
refer to δX,t as δX in the following. With this notation the
re-sequencing buffer occupancy can be computed as:

The simulation model used for the validation was outlined
in [7]. The correct simulation of the packet delay on a single
path is not trivial when requiring that packets do not overtake
each other. Therefore, a special technique for deriving the
appropriate packet delay distribution, as proposed in Section
IV.D of [7], was applied.
We consider for the validation a CMP mechanism with
two concurrent paths and verify the analytical model in two
cases: a) the packet delay on both paths follow a Gaussian
distribution (with mean path delay μ = E[D = d] = 25 and
standard deviation σ = 10) and b) the packet delay on both
paths is uniform distributed (in the range of [0, . . . , 50]). The
delay distributions are shown in Figure 5a). Figure 5b) shows
the re-sequencing buffer occupancy probability P (B = k) for
the investigated scenarios computed by the analytical model
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Fig. 6: Buffer occupancy probability P (B = k) for distributions with same
coefﬁcient of variation and different skewness

and measured in the event-based simulation. The analytically
computed distributions are depicted by the solid lines and the
probability values obtained from simulations are given by a
statistical conﬁdence intervals for a level of 99%.
Figure 5b) shows that there is a very close match of
the buffer probabilities obtained by simulation and by the
analytical model. Consequently, we consider the analytical
model as trustworthy and use it in the reminder of this study.
B. Impact of Type of Delay Distribution
Next, we focus our attention to the impact of the type of
delay distribution on the CMP performance. We investigate
a scenario with two paths for making the effects clearly
identiﬁable.
Probability distributions are typically described by type,
mean and coefﬁcient of variation cv . The asymmetry of a
probability distribution is described by the skewness of the
distribution ν = μ3 /σ 3 , where μ3 is the third moment about
the mean and σ is the standard deviation. A negative skewness
denotes that most of the probability mass is located at values
higher than the mean value. In case of a positive skewness
the mass of the distribution is concentrated on vales smaller
than the mean. Thus, the right tail is longer indicating that
delay values higher than the mean are located in a greater
distance from it. For the investigations, we consider the delay
distributions for both paths to be of either negative-binomial
(nbin) type or of poisson type. The poisson distribution was
selected since it may reveal a symmetrical behavior and
inherits a strong relationship to a Normal distribution, which is
often used for the approximation of path delay in the Internet
[21]. The negative-binomial distribution was chosen because
of its asymmetry, i.e. a high skewness, while being able to
set the variance. We use for both distributions a coefﬁcient of
variation of cv = 1 and mean values of μ = [50|100|150].
The Figure 6 depicts the buffer occupancy probability
P (B = k) for two concurrent paths. Of course, the mean
of the path delay has remarkable impact. However, although
the means and coefﬁcient of variations are ﬁxed to the same
values for both distributions, Figure 6 shows that the type of
distribution, presented also by different skewness values, leads
to very different buffer ﬁllings. The buffer occupancy is much
lower and the performance better when poisson-like paths are
used. In consequence, distributions with a high asymmetry
should be avoided when selecting paths.
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C. The Complexity of Path Selection
The complexity of path selection will be investigated by
a CMP setting applying three concurrent paths. The number
of three paths permits already the investigation of "what-if"
scenarios where two paths are already selected and a third
path will complement the other paths.
The used distributions for this setting are Negativ-binomial
distributions with mean μ = E[D] = [25|50], standard
deviation σ = 20 and skewness ν = [1.55|0.75]. It has to
be noted that the distribution with lower mean has a higher
skewness. The distributions are depicted in Figure 7a).
Naive Combination: First, we now consider four cases
of paths combinations: a) all three path delay distributions
have the same low mean delay μ = 25, b) all three delay
distributions have the same high mean μ = 50, c) two paths
have low mean delay μ = 25 and one a high mean μ = 50,
and d) one path has a low mean delay μ = 25 and two paths
have high mean of μ = 50. Figure 7b) shows the CDF of
the re-sequencing buffer occupancy for the four cases. The
ﬁgure reveals that case a) and b) have almost similar buffer
occupancy distributions. This indicates that the pure delay has
no impact on the buffer occupancy. The slight difference is the
result of the different skewness of the distributions, cf. [7].
For the cases c) and d) it is remarkable that case d) with two
high path delays performs better in terms of buffer occupancy
than case c). Intuitively more paths with lower delay should
result in a better performance, but this is obviously not true
as shown in case d).
Let us consider case c) in greater detail. Therefore, we
assume a single packet from the high delay path which is
much overdue. Until the arrival of this overdue packet, the
low delay paths can easily increase the occupancy of the resequencing buffer. Thus, the buffer is ﬁlled quickly by the
low delay paths. This example shows that the high delay
path becomes more dominant over low delays paths in terms
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of buffer occupancy. The selection of the paths should level
the variation of the range of mean delays. Moreover, recent
measurement studies in Voice-over-IP systems conﬁrm that a
constant high or low delay may have no signiﬁcant impact on
the Quality of Experience of the application [22]. Thus it might
be better in CMP to choose a path with a higher mean delay
and lower delay variation in order to relieve the re-sequencing
buffer and avoid packet loss.
Inﬂuence of Mean Delay and Delay Variation: Now we
investigate the impact of the mean delay and of the delay
variation. In this setting we assume that two paths are already
selected. The selected paths are of negative-binomial type, one
with a low mean delay μ = 25 and one with a higher mean
delay of μ = 50. We consider three cases where these paths
have a standard deviation of σ = [10|15|20]. In case a), the
delay on the third path, which is completing the other two
paths, is distributed according to a Negativ-binomial distribution with σ = 20 and a mean in the range of [25, . . . , 75], in
case b)the delay distribution is also Negativ-binomial but with
σ = 15, and in case c) we use a Normal or a Negativ-binomial
distribution for all paths with low delay variance and σ = 10.
This case should compare the inﬂuence of the skewness, which
is much lower for the Gaussian distribution.
Figure 8 shows that the mean delay of the third path has
a signiﬁcant impact on buffer occupancy. If the mean path
delay of the third path increases beyond the one with the
higher mean delay then the mean buffer occupancy increases
strongly. However, if the mean path delay of the third path
is between the other two means then even a minimum exists.
This effect is taking more shape when σ is low (case ba and
c). We also conclude that a high delay variance degrades the
CMP performance. Case c shows that the skewness has only
little impact on the mean re-sequencing buffer occupancy.
All-in-all, the above presented investigations show that a
path selection strategy should consider the second moment of
path delay. For a deeper analysis of the re-sequencing buffer
occupancy beyond a mean value analysis, the skewness might
have a signiﬁcant impacts.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Our contribution is to present an analytical model for
concurrent multipath (CMP) transmissions for transport virtualization (TV). CMP transport has many appealing advantages
such as higher throughput and increased resilience. However,
its application increases also the complexity of the system.
In particular, the use of concurrent paths introduces inevitable
out-of-order packet delivery. This effect has to be leveled by
a re-sequencing buffer at the destination and careful selection
of paths. We discussed the impact of different path delay distributions on the re-sequencing buffer occupancy probability
distribution. Our model facilitates the understanding of path
selection algorithms for multiple-path TV. The obtained results
show that a path selection using the mean delay as sole criteria
is not sufﬁcient. Further criteria like higher moments and even
the type of the delay distribution have to be considered. Since

the analytical model is rather simple it might be used as a ﬁrst
step toward the on-line estimation of the quality of a certain
set of paths. Such an on-line estimation is of particular interest
in federated networks.
Further, future work should address the coordination of TV
and CMP mechanisms among different overlays. In addition,
the ﬁndings presented in this paper have to be validated by
real measurements. Another extension should be an analytical
approximation of the real end-to-end delay which is not yet
included in the presented model.
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